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Introduction



If you have any travel plans with your little one on the 
horizon, you’re probably feeling the pressure to find the 
right travel crib soon.  

You’ve likely scoured mommy blogs, surveyed your friends and family, and 

sat down with every pediatrician who’d give you a moment of time in 

search of one single answer: which travel crib is best for your little one? 

With over a decade of designing and selling travel cribs, we’d like to help 

guide you through the process of evaluating these options. We want to 

give you ‘insider’ tips and information that only a team that has spent 

years developing and selling travel cribs could. 

By the end of the guide you’ll understand, as only an insider would, about 

what goes into making a great, modern travel crib. We’ll explore how 

design impacts usability, the core factors of portability, what contributes 

to comfort for your little one and finally, and more importantly, the 

features that make a travel crib safer to use.

In short, you’ll be ready to make an informed decision that will help your 

family feel comfortable that your little one will be happy and safe while 

sleeping in the travel crib you choose.

Before we get into the specifics of travel crib design, let’s discuss the 

larger categories that most of the options on the market fall into.
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You might have noticed there are a few common designs of travel cribs 

on the market right now: 

The raised mattress travel crib design has been around for decades and,

Raised Mattress Designs Floor-Based Designs

Each style of design has its pros and cons, but the most important part is 

deciding how those attributes line up with your lifestyle and family needs. 

So, which category of travel crib is right for your family? And, why do 

manufacturers choose to design their cribs in both fundamental styles? 

We’ll dive into the answers of both of these questions, but first let’s take a 

quick look at the two core styles of travel cribs.

—

WHAT STYLES OF TRAVEL CRIBS ARE THERE?

—

RAISED MATTRESS TRAVEL CRIBS
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likely, your parents could have had a travel crib that matched this general 

design. You also might have friends or family currently using this style of 

crib from brands like Pack n Play™, Nuna™ and 4Moms™. 

The common design elements of these cribs are a vertical corner frame 

with an expanding support structure that the mattress rests on.

The Lotus Travel Crib is an example of the other main category of travel 

cribs: those with a mattress that rests on the floor. This design style first 

emerged around 10 years ago and has found a strong following among 

parents who love to travel.  

With the mattress resting on the ground, the Lotus and other travel cribs 

—

FLOOR BASED TRAVEL CRIBS

Insider Tip #1: The raised-mattress design can add extra weight 

because of the support structure under the mattress. 
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like it, can remove the weight and complexity of a substructure making 

set up easier and the overall weight much lighter. 

Insider Tip #2: Concerned about the ground being too cool? The 

Lotus features a thermally-insulated foam mattress to keep your 

little one warm and comfy even though they’re close to the ground.

—

Now that you know about the basic styles of travel cribs, you’ll likely start 

to easily spot these general travel crib designs out in the wild.

Next up, we’ll look at how these design styles impact your family's ease of 

travel through portability.



Portability

PA R T  O N E



When it comes to portability, there are three core factors 
that influence how easy a travel crib is to move from one 
place to another: size & weight, ease of use and finally 
how easy the crib is to carry when packed.

You’ve narrowed your list of travel cribs, but which design will allow your 

family to travel easier? Read on to see how cribs compare.

When you’re loaded down with all the bags and gear for your trip, the last 

thing you want is a heavy crib to lug around as well. 

So, let’s start with comparing the basic size and weight of each category 

to see how those factors impact portability for your family.
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Other Floor-Based 
Travel Cribs

Raised Mattress 
Travel Cribs

Total Weight (with Bag)

Packed Size (W x L x H)

Airport-Friendly

13 lbs

12" x 24" x 8.5”

13 lbs

19” x 23.5” x 5.5”

—

25-35+ lbs

12.5" x  31.0" x 12.5"

—

—

HOW DO THEY COMPARE IN SIZE & WEIGHT?



You can see how both the Lotus and other floor-based designs are a 

similar size when open, but pack down to almost half the size as raised 

mattress designs.

Also, with out the extra structural support for the mattress, floor-based 

designs are less than half the weight as raised mattress designs.

Insider Tip #3: If your little one is tall then make sure to get a 

longer proportioned crib so they’ll fit as they grow!

Insider Tip #4: Keep an eye on not only the size of the mattress, 

but also the opening above. If it’s too narrow then it can be tough 

to pick up your little one and the sloping sides will make the 

interior space ‘feel’ smaller to your little one inside.

Setup and takedown are key when you’re on the go. Some trips may find 

you in a different city each night. The last thing you want when you arrive 

at a hotel with a tired baby late at night is to have to set up a complex 

travel crib. 

So, how do these travel and portable cribs compare? 

—

HOW EASY IS IT TO SET UP AND PACK?
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As you can see above, floor based travel cribs, like the Lotus Travel Crib, 

have a simpler design that results in faster setup and packing times. They 

are built for speed of setup and packing. Meanwhile, traditional raised 

mattress travel cribs often have extra assembly needed in setup that 

results in longer setup and packing.

Other Floor-Based 
Travel Cribs

Raised Mattress 
Travel Cribs

Time to Setup

Time to Pack

No Add’l Assembly

Less than 15 to 30 secs

Less than a minute

Less than 15 to 30 secs

Less than a minute

More than a minute

3-5 minutes

—

Insider Tip #5: To get an accurate sense of how long a travel crib 

takes to set up read reviews from real parents. They won’t sugar 

coat the time or effort it takes!

No matter how lightweight the travel crib, if it’s tough to carry from your 

car through the airport you’ll probably end up leaving it home and 

figuring out another solution. Some portable cribs are so bulky to carry 

that parents need to use a luggage cart just to bring it to the gate.

—

HOW EASY ARE THEY TO CARRY?
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Insider Tip #6: Straps aren’t all created equal. Make sure to look if 

the carry bag’s straps have additional padding and an ergonomic 

design! Even a lightweight bag can feel heavy if the straps are 

uncomfortable because of how long you’ll need to carry it. 
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This chapter laid out the three core ways to evalute a travel crib’s 

portability, but we’re not done yet! Next up, we’ll look at how travel crib 

design can impact how comfortably your baby sleeps.

Other Floor-Based 
Travel Cribs

Raised Mattress 
Travel Cribs

Carry Bag

Bag Material

Type of Strap(s)

Padded Straps 

Included

Heavy Duty Nylon

Padded Backpack Straps

Included

Lightweight Nylon

Traditional Handles

—

Included

Lightweight Nylon

—

—

And, even being lightweight isn't much help if it still must be carried by 

hand. Often the sheer volume of luggage you take on a trip means 

hands-free carry is critical. 

The Lotus Travel Crib uses backpack straps to make carrying easier by 

freeing up your hands for more important things… like carrying your little 

one!



Comfort

PA R T  T W O



After a long day of travel, getting settled at your 
destination and now facing the first bed (or nap) time of 
your vacation, you want your little one to be comfortable 
in their travel crib. 

But what impacts their comfort? No matter how portable, well designed 

or easy to set up a travel crib, if it’s not comfortable your little one won’t 

sleep well… which means you won’t be getting good sleep either! So, 

how can a travel crib be designed to be more comfortable for your little 

one? 

Before getting to comfort, let’s look at some important safety questions:
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—

BREAKING DOWN MATTRESS COMFORT

MATTRESS SAFETY QUESTIONS

How plush should the mattress be?

Depending on the age of your little one, a firmer mattress will allow 

safer airflow. Check the age range on the travel crib or bassinet you 

purchase to guarantee it’s safe to use.  

Is a thicker mattress better?

In the United States, no travel crib is allowed to have a mattress 

thicker than 1 inch for the same breathability issue mentioned above.



Insider Tip #7: Before buying a travel crib, find out what materials 

were used in the construction of the mattress. Watch out for use of 

flame retardants and formaldehyde.

A mattress is just part of the comfort equation. A travel crib’s stability also 

influences comfort. Think for a moment about how uncomfortable it’d be 

to have a shaky bed frame under your own bed. Any movement you 

made while sleeping would likely result in you feeling uncomfortable,

—

STABILITY’S IMPACT ON COMFORT
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Once you’ve looked into the safety of a travel crib’s mattress, it’s time to 

evaluate how comfortable the mattress will be for your little one. Two 

simple ways to look at mattress comfort are by material and by feel.

Since the amount of support a mattress has is heavily influenced by safety, 

manufacturers increase plushness using higher quality, memory-style 

foam similar to modern beds. This increases sensitivity while maintaining 

a safe level of breathability.

Since a desired mattress feeling is a personal preference many 

manufacturers offer multiple mattress covers or sheets to augment the 

sleep experience. For instance, many parents enjoy our all organic cotton 

sheet for its softness and green-friendly construction.



Insider Tip #8: If your little one tosses and turns while sleeping, a 

floor-resting mattress designed travel crib will give them more 

stability and comfort.

Once your little one is rolling over or moving around their mattress at 

night, the breathability of the sides starts being incredibly important. 

Some travel cribs, like the Lotus Travel Crib, have included full height 

breathable mesh sides for to allow airflow even when your little one has 

rolled into the side. This mesh also increases visibility for you so you know 

exactly where your little one is within the crib.

—

BREATHABILITY

The last factor in a more comfortable crib comes from your little one 

becoming incredibly familiar with the crib itself. The easiest way to realize

—

FAMILIARITY
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if not jolting awake from the noise and sudden, unanticipated movement.

With many travel cribs still being designed with raised mattresses, some 

parents complain of the noise and movement those designs can show. 

This is especially pronounced once the crib has been used for years.  



As we’ve covered, your little one’s comfort can be dramatically influenced 

by how a travel crib is designed and constructed. 

The next step in evaluating the right option for your family is 

understanding what makes a safe travel crib for your little one. 

Insider Tip #9: The Lotus Travel Crib, uniquely, has a zip down side 

door allowing easy entry for you and your little one. This access 

increases familiarity by allowing breastfeeding, cuddles and play.
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familiarity's impact on comfort is thinking of your own sleep in your bed at 

your home compared to when you stay at a random hotel. That comfort 

isn’t just driven by the bed itself but also your sheets, comforter, wall 

color, and the entire bedroom’s environment. 

In the same way your little one will start becoming more familiar with their 

travel crib the more they sleep in it. You can increase this familiarity by 

including comfort items (when safe), night lights and other personal items 

to keep it similar to their experience in their nursery. 



Safety

PA R T  T H R E E



Although this is the last part of this guide, it’s the most 
important: how a travel crib’s safety can be evaluated.

First off, all new travel cribs sold in the United States are regulated by the 

federal government. You’ve probably seen these regulations referenced 

in your research by acronym, but the two main safety standards that 

impact travel cribs are the “US Federal Safety Standard for Play Yards” 

(16 CFR 1221) and the “Consumer Product Safety Information Act” 

(CPSIA 2008).

These regulations are updated as new research is released to protect 

children through better product design standards. If you’re interested in 

learning more about either standard, please read more by clicking above.

Outside regulation, how can you buy a safer travel crib? Read on to find 

out.

You might have considered buying a used travel crib, but since saftey 

standards are always evolving, buying new is the only way to be certain 

you’re getting all the latest safety features. 

Along with older, used travel cribs possibly not meeting current safety 

standards, with all of the moving parts and heavy use, the crib could also 

be in disrepair. 
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—

WHY BUYING NEW IS IMPORTANT

https://www.cpsc.gov/PageFiles/129781/playyards.pdf
https://www.cpsc.gov/s3fs-public/cpsia.pdf


Since a travel crib is designed for, well, travel above everything else, the 

crib should be designed to withstand the rigors of travel and heavy use. 

That includes rough handling at gate checks while flying, years of setting 

up and packing, and finally, once your little one is a toddler, to standing 

up to more rowdy behavior. 

With parents demanding it, many brands are going eco-friendly with 

Insider Tip #11: Watch out for travel cribs that have excessive 

plastic as it’s often the first place to break or fatigue.

Insider Tip #12: The Lotus Travel Crib uses high end alumnium for 

it’s frame increasing durability and decreasing weight, unlike many 

other travel cribs made out of lower grade, thin-walled steel.
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—

DURABLE ENOUGH FOR TRAVEL?

—

TAKING A NON-TOXIC APPROACH

Insider Tip #10: If you’re uncertain about a travel crib’s age, by law, 

every crib must display the manufacturing date on the crib itself.



sustainable materials and finding ways to take toxic materials out of their 

products, but many of these claims go untested or certified. 

We know you go above and beyond to guarantee your little one is safe, 

so we did the same for the Lotus Travel Crib: it’s the only travel crib on the 

market to be certified GreenGuard™ Gold, a rigorous certification 

guaranteeing the Lotus is non-toxic.

WHAT DOES GREENGUARD™ GOLD TEST?

WHAT FURTHER TESTS DOES GUAVA FAMILY DO?

Certified low VOC

The Lotus is thoroughly tested for chemical emissions, 

guaranteeing a safe product for babies and toddlers.

Non-Toxic

No PVC, lead, phthalates, formaldehyde, or heavy 

metals (including cadium, arsenic, mercury, and more) 

are used in the Crib.

No flame retardants
The Lotus Travel Crib meets all flammability standards 

without the use of any chemical flame retardants.
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Conclusion



The last thought to leave you with is from one of our travel 
ambassadors. She shared a Norwegian saying, “There’s no 
such things as bad weather, only bad clothing.”

We've been on a journey to find the perfect baby items that can handle the 

daily mundane tasks like grocery shopping and going to the park, as well 

as the extreme and maybe less common situations of camping out in a 

nomad's tent in Tibet… but having the right gear makes all the difference 

in seamlessly transitioning from one environment to another.

LAC I

We’re thankful that you’re considering the Lotus Travel Crib in your own 

journey to find the right products for your family’s future adventures. 

No matter what you choose, make sure it’s portable enough to keep up 

with your family, comfortable for your little one and, most importantly, 

safe enough that you can sleep well knowing your little one is as well.

Good luck on your journey! 

And then, she went on to say about her own experience:
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